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Setup

• Print out all the materials. The last two pages 
are printer-friendly double-sided cheat sheets.
• Gather with a pair of friends. Consider casting in 
advance so that you can all dress the part. Playing 
in person is recommended. 
• Be transparent as players. Read over your 
character information out loud together. 
• Be kind and supportive as players. Stay friends.
• The Interviewer should convene the interview and 
begin play. Consider actually recording. 

Interview With 
Some People Who 
Believe In Vampires



You’ve crafted a lucrative specialty writing long-
form pieces about fringe-dwellers. You’ve written 
about bigfoot true believers and the faith healers 
of the American far right. One of your most well 
regarded articles mapped the influence of Star Trek 
on the United States military. You always approach 
it as a journalist and let the interviewees speak for 
themselves, but if you’re being totally honest you 
know that an angle that makes them seem slightly 
ridiculous, a weird echo of a diseased society, sells 
best. This vampire thing is a potential gold mine, 
and you hope your two guests will feed off each 
other, pun intended, in an explosion of craziness.

• Thank your interviewees. Be a little smug—you 
are dealing with colorful, harmless, weirdos. Get 
them talking to you and, especially, to each other. 
• Play the Devil’s advocate. Challenge their beliefs 
with science and reason.
• Be good at interviews. Ask great, pointed 
questions from your question sheet. Pick up on 
their mistakes and tells, but find ordinary excuses 
for all of them. 
• End the interview after an hour at most. Earlier 
is fine! When the energy flags or you run out of 
interesting questions, wrap it up.

The Journalist



You aren’t sure exactly when you became a 
vampire, but you have dined with Sayyida al-Hurra 
(Delicious) and James K. Polk (Lousy). Past, in 
any case, is merely prologue; you are a child of 
the night and feast on rich, red, arterial blood to 
survive. You are feared and hunted—the recent 
disaster in Dover Falls cost the life of a beloved 
fellow vampire—but also, incongruously, admired. 
Your life, such as it is, consists of constant terror 
and narrow escapes. Your kind are egregiously 
misunderstood. You agreed to do this interview to 
tell some version of the truth, so that other lonely 
vampires will know they aren’t monsters.

• Never out yourself as an actual vampire. You 
have strange powers; do not display them.
• Defend vampires. Play up the tragedy. Clear up 
misconceptions. Make them sympathetic.
• Be bad at interviews. Make little mistakes and 
drop little tells occasionally that you are, in fact, an 
actual vampire.
• When the interview concludes, don’t leave first. 

The Vampire



You killed your first vampire, memorably enough, 
on September 11, 2001. It had made messy work 
of your uncle Roy and you acted out of a child’s 
instinct, obeying the edicts of horror comics. A 
crucifix; a stake through the heart. These didn’t 
work, of course, but luck favored you and you 
found a way. You swore that destroying the beasts 
would be your life’s work, and it has been. Recently 
you struck again, smoking one in Dover Falls, just 
hours too late to save its teenaged victims. You 
agreed to do this interview to tell some version 
of the truth, so that others who have seen what 
you’ve seen will know they aren’t alone. 

• Never incriminate yourself. What you have done 
is murder and arson in the eyes of the law.
• Revile vampires. Play up the monstrosity. Clear 
up misconceptions. Describe how to destroy them.
• Be bad at interviews. Make little mistakes and 
drop little tells occasionally that you are, in fact, a 
professional vampire hunter. 
• When the interview concludes, don’t leave first. 

The Hunter



Untitled Vampire Project
Questions for Dual “People Who Believe In Vampires” Interview

Journalist, these are just starters. Feel free to add your own, embellish these, and ask leading questions based 
on the responses of the interviewees. Remember that no matter how the interviewees respond, you are going 
to believe that they are whimsically deluded but charmingly quirky people. The wilder their replies, the better 
your article will be.

Don’t forget to thank them and ask if they want some water.

—What are your names and occupations?

—Why do you believe vampires have such a strong, lasting hold over the popular imagination?

—Why do you believe vampires are real?

—What would you say to those who point out the physical impossibility of vampires?

—If you met an actual vampire, what would you ask it? How do you think it would respond?

—Help me separate fact from superstition about vampires. What is truth and what is just harmless folk belief? 

—Would you like to be a vampire? Do you find the concept of eternal unlife alluring?

—What is your home life like? What’s your daily routine?

—Have you ever tasted human blood? If not, why not?

—Did you relate to vampires, as represented by vampire media, as a child? If so, what was your favorite book or 
film about vampires? What did it mean to you?

—Do you have a family? An intimate partner? How do they feel about vampires?

—What would you say the biggest misconception about vampires is?

—What would you say to someone who professes fear or hatred of vampires?

—How do you feel about goths and the subculture that embraces themes of darkness, alienation, and hopelessness, 
like those poor kids in Dover Falls lost in what everyone is calling “The Vampire Freak Murders”?

—If vampirism is a curse or disability, could it eventually be lifted or compensated for? If so, would that be a 
good thing or a bad thing?


